
Wall Towel Rack for Rolled Towels Bathroom Storage

Out of Stock: $79.95

Transform your bathroom with this stylish and practical towel storage

solution!

Introducing the Wall Towel Rack for Rolled Towels by Randy & Travis

Machinery. Made from 100% natural bamboo, this sleek, eco-friendly

addition to your space offers stain-free protection, keeping your towels

pristine. The easy-lock system makes setup a breeze. This towel rack is

durable, with a double-layer varnish finish and reinforced joints for long-

lasting use. Its compact dimensions of 18 x 18 x 43 cm fit seamlessly into

any bathroom.

Optimize your bathroom storage with this smart bamboo towel holder.

Perfect for narrow spaces, it provides easy access to fluffy towels right by

the shower. It is also ideal for travel campers, RVs, and yoga studios.

With a versatile 43 (h) x 18 (l) x 18 (w) cm design, this sturdy rack holds

multiple small and large rolled towels. The waterproof varnish coat is

perfect for humid areas, ensuring your towels remain stain-free and fresh.

Our bamboo towel rack comes with pre-drilled holes and all the

necessary hardware (instructions, screws, anchors) for hassle-free

installation. It's designed to resist rusting, bending, warping, and

deforming, making it a durable choice for any home.

Bring nature into your bathroom with this eco-friendly bamboo towel rack.

It's a practical and decorative organizer that makes a beautiful, thoughtful

gift for any occasion.

Enhance your bathroom's functionality and style with our elegant bamboo

towel rack. Order yours today and experience the perfect blend of form

and function!

 

Features and specifications:Features and specifications:

Materiel: Bamboo
Dimension: 43 (h) x 18 (l) x 18 (w) cm
can be used for storing towels, sheets and yoga mats
durable and long-lasting with double layer varnish and reinforced
joints
stain-free protects your towels from stains
includes all the necessary hardware for hassle free installation
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